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Clustered nuclei maintain autonomy and 
nucleocytoplasmic ratio control in a syncytium

ABSTRACT Nuclei in syncytia found in fungi, muscles, and tumors can behave independently 
despite cytoplasmic translation and the homogenizing potential of diffusion. We use a dynac-
tin mutant strain of the multinucleate fungus Ashbya gossypii with highly clustered nuclei to 
assess the relative contributions of nucleus and cytoplasm to nuclear autonomy. Remarkably, 
clustered nuclei maintain cell cycle and transcriptional autonomy; therefore some sources of 
nuclear independence function even with minimal cytosol insulating nuclei. In both nuclear 
clusters and among evenly spaced nuclei, a nucleus’ transcriptional activity dictates local 
cytoplasmic contents, as assessed by the localization of several cyclin mRNAs. Thus nuclear 
activity is a central determinant of the local cytoplasm in syncytia. Of note, we found that the 
number of nuclei per unit cytoplasm was identical in the mutant to that in wild-type cells, 
despite clustered nuclei. This work demonstrates that nuclei maintain autonomy at a submi-
crometer scale and simultaneously maintain a normal nucleocytoplasmic ratio across a syncy-
tium up to the centimeter scale.

INTRODUCTION
Classic experiments demonstrated that cytoplasmic factors influ-
ence cell cycle progression (Johnson and Rao, 1971). However, 
nuclei of multinucleate tissue culture cells were later found to divide 
independently within one cell (Ghosh et al., 1978). Such nuclear-
autonomous division also arises naturally in some filamentous fungi, 
such as Ashbya gossypii (Gladfelter et al., 2006). Nuclear autonomy 
has also been observed in other processes, including transcription 
in multinucleate skeletal muscle and placental cells (Bursztajn et al., 
1989; Duca et al., 1998; Fogarty et al., 2011). This autonomy is sur-
prising, given translation in a common cytoplasm, and has implica-
tions for syncytial development and growth.

In A. gossypii, there is evidence for division asynchrony arising 
from both nuclear-intrinsic variables and organization of the cyto-
plasm insulating neighboring nuclei. Division times of sister nuclei 
are positively correlated independent of the distance traveled from 
one to another, consistent with nuclear-intrinsic regulation (Anderson 
et al., 2013). However, regulated CLN3 (G1 cyclin) transcript cyto-
plasmic positioning and analysis of division times between nuclei 
that pass one another, as well as in mutants with slightly reduced 
internuclear distances, suggest that cytoplasmic signals also influ-
ence division (Anderson et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2013). Whether 
nuclear and cytoplasmic contributions to autonomy can function 
independently or are interconnected has been unclear.

To dissect the relative contributions of nucleus and cytoplasm to 
nuclear autonomy in A. gossypii, we analyzed the nuclear division 
cycle in a strain exhibiting severe nuclear spacing defects (Grava 
et al., 2011). We show that nuclei can behave autonomously even 
when highly clustered and yet maintain a consistent number of nu-
clei per unit volume of cytoplasm (#N/C).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
jnm1Δ cells maintain nuclear division autonomy
A. gossypii cells lacking the Jnm1 dynactin subunit exhibit a severe 
nuclear clustering phenotype with clusters 31.0 ± 9.2 μm apart 
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and B; Grava et al., 2011). This suggests that #N/C does not depend 
on local signals operating at the scale of single nuclei. Instead, there 
is integration across the entire cell for growth rate and #N/C regula-
tion. In some plants, flow generated by cytoskeletal motor activity is 
believed to facilitate nutrient dispersal (Goldstein et al., 2008). Com-
promised dynein activity in jnm1Δ cells may reduce cytoplasmic 
mixing and result in local variations in these cell-wide signaling mol-
ecules, leading to greater variability among jnm1Δ #N/C values.

We next assessed nuclear division in jnm1Δ cells, predicting that 
clustered nuclei should divide more synchronously due to their 
close proximity in shared cytosol. Based on spindle pole body (SPB) 
morphology, cell cycle proportions are strikingly similar between 
WT and jnm1Δ, and all stages are observed in one cluster (Figure 1, 
E–G). We noted a slight but significant decrease in the percentage 
of G1- and increase in M-phase jnm1Δ nuclei. To assess whether lo-
cal cytoplasm volume influences cell cycle progression, we classified 
nuclei as within the cluster interior, at the periphery, or independent 
(Figure 1H). Deviation from WT cell cycle proportions was more 
pronounced among independent nuclei, with fewer G1- and more 
M-phase nuclei than interior or peripheral nuclei. However, clus-
tered nuclei also differed from WT (Figure 1I). This suggests that 
even clustered nuclei might respond differently to their local cyto-
plasm. Therefore we next determined whether states of neighbor-
ing nuclei are correlated by calculating their synchrony index (SI; 
Nair et al., 2010). The SI compares the incidence of each type of 
interaction between neighbors (e.g., G1-G1, G1-S/G2, G1-M, etc.) 
to the number of interactions expected based on the proportions of 
each cell cycle state in the population. This can be evaluated using 
joint-count statistics (Moran, 1948). A value of 1 indicates that the 
incidence of neighboring nuclei in the same state is no different 
from that expected by chance. Values >1 indicate increased syn-
chrony, and values <1 suggest anticorrelation of states between 
neighbors. As in the WT, the jnm1Δ SI is indistinguishable from 1, 
indicating that, remarkably, clustered nuclei are autonomous (Figure 
1J). It is remarkable that jnm1Δ cells, which exhibit such striking 
nuclear position abnormalities, maintain normal growth and autono-
mous nuclear cycle progression.

A. gossypii nuclei are transcriptionally autonomous in WT 
and jnm1Δ
We speculated that transcription might be at the intersection of 
nuclear independence and cytoplasmic inputs into the division cy-
cle. To assess the transcriptional state of each nucleus, we labeled 
transcripts encoding four cyclins (Supplemental Figure S1D) and, as 
a control, a septin (CDC12), using single-molecule RNA fluores-
cence in situ hybridization (smFISH; Figure 2, A and B, and Supple-
mental Figure S2). Bright, nuclear foci containing multiple transcripts 
were classified as active transcription sites (Figure 2C). The fre-
quency of these signals was reduced by thiolutin, suggesting that 
these foci label active transcription (∼40% reduction after 20 min; 
Supplemental Figure S1D). Consistent with previous work, we de-
tected these sites only in a subset of nuclei (Lee et al., 2013). The 
percentage of transcriptionally active nuclei varied from gene to 
gene (<10 to >80%; Figure 2E) and increased in jnm1Δ cells for all 
genes examined except CLN3. The maintenance of WT transcrip-
tion levels of this cyclin may result from feedback regulation due to 
this gene product's pivotal role early in the cell cycle.

The increase in transcriptionally active nuclei might reflect in-
creased transcriptional synchrony among jnm1Δ nuclei. We there-
fore assessed the frequency with which neighboring nuclei are in the 
same transcriptional state by adapting the SI to create a transcrip-
tional synchrony index (TSI). As with the SI, the number of neighbor 

(Figure 1, A and B, and Supplemental Figure S1C; Grava et al., 
2011). Mutant nuclear diameter was the same as for wild type (WT; 
Figure 1C). Average #N/C was the same as for WT; however, mutant 
#N/C had a higher SD (Figure 1D). Hyphal growth rates were com-
parable between WT and jnm1Δ, and we observed no radial growth 
defects, in contrast with previous work (Supplemental Figure S1, A 

FIGURE 1: jnm1Δ cells grow similarly to WT A. gossypii but with 
decreased internuclear distance. *p < 0.05 by Kolmogorov–Smirnov 
(KS) test (A–E) or Z test (F–J). (A) Representative image of WT and 
jnm1Δ cells. Nuclei are shown in green and hyphal outline in white. 
(B) Internuclear distance in WT and jnm1Δ cells (n ≥ 199 nuclei, 
clusters average ∼30 μm apart). (C) Nuclear diameter in WT and 
jnm1Δ (n > 110). (D) Number of nuclei per square micrometer of 
cytoplasm (n ≥ 29 cells; SD: WT, 0.007; jnm1Δ, 0.022). 
(E) Representative images of SBPs in different cell cycle stages. SPBs 
are shown in green and nuclei in cyan. Images are presented as 
maximum-intensity projections for clarity; however, analyses were 
performed using Z-series. (F) Percentages of nuclei in each cell cycle 
state in WT and jnm1Δ (n ≥ 849 nuclei). (G) Representative image of 
cycle stages within a jnm1Δ nuclear cluster. (H) Representative image 
of jnm1Δ nuclei in different positions. (I) Percentage of jnm1Δ nuclei 
in each position in each cell cycle stage (n ≥ 54 interior, n ≥ 30 
peripheral, n ≥ 24 interior nuclei). (J) SI of WT and jnm1Δ nuclei 
(n ≥ 775 interactions). Bars denote SE.
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ined (Figure 2E). However, WT nuclei transcribing the septin CDC12 
were next to other nuclei transcribing CDC12 more frequently than 
by chance (Supplemental Figure S1F), suggesting that genes not 
involved in nuclear-autonomous processes may be more coordi-
nated among nuclei than those that are. These CDC12-expressing 
nuclear pairs may be located near assembling septin structures—for 
example, new branch points or hyphal tips. Further research is re-
quired to assess this possibility. Nuclear-autonomous transcription 
was maintained in jnm1Δ cells, except for the M-phase cyclin 
CLB1/2, which might be caused by the greater percentage of 
M-phase jnm1Δ nuclei. Thus nuclei not only divide asynchronously 
but also maintain distinct transcriptional programs in both WT and 
mutants with clustered nuclei.

We next examined cyclin expression relative to the cell cycle and 
found that, in contrast with other species, only transcription of the 
CLN3 cyclin varied by cell cycle stage (Figure 2, F and G). This was 
true for both strains; however, in WT, fewer M-phase nuclei tran-
scribe CLN3, and the opposite is true in jnm1Δ. This is also the only 
gene not transcribed by a larger percentage of jnm1Δ nuclei. Previ-
ous work showed that all cyclins except CLB5/6 are detectable 
within A. gossypii nuclei at all cell cycle stages (Hungerbuehler 
et al., 2007). This suggests that in the common cytoplasm of these 
cells, cyclin protein function is regulated via posttranscriptional 
mechanisms. We also observed cell cycle–dependent CDC12 tran-
scription in WT and jnm1Δ, which was unexpected because septa-
tion is not known to be cell cycle regulated in A. gossypii. These 
data show that cyclin transcription is not strictly coupled to cell cycle 
progression in A. gossypii, and nuclei exhibit multiple, independent 
autonomous behaviors: division and transcription.

Transcription is sensitive to nuclear location within a cluster
We next looked at variables other than the cell cycle that might 
control cyclin transcription, such as local cytoplasm availability. 
For every gene, increased exposure to cytoplasm correlated with 
a greater percentage of active nuclei (Figure 2H). Nuclei may 
actively respond to their local cytoplasm, or, alternatively, a pop-
ulation of quiescent nuclei may remain in the cluster interior. To 
distinguish between these possibilities, we assessed nuclear 
movement in clusters with low photobleaching and high tempo-
ral resolution via dual-view light sheet microscopy (diSPIM; 
Wu et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2014). Nuclei move within clusters 
(Figure 2I, Supplemental Video S1, and Supplemental Figure 
S1G), suggesting that transcriptional activity is dynamic and ex-
pression can change as nuclei experience different cluster posi-
tions, as well as indicating that nuclei can respond to cytoplas-
mic differences on very small scales. In other systems, nuclei 
enlarge when given more available cytoplasm, which has been 
linked to chromatin expansion and transcriptional up-regulation 
(Gurdon, 1976; Gurdon et al., 1976; Neumann and Nurse, 2007). 
Consistent with this, peripheral jnm1Δ nuclei are larger than in-
terior nuclei, although the size distribution of the whole popula-
tion resembles that of WT (Figures 1C and 2J).

mRNA is enriched near nuclei in both WT and jnm1Δ
How are nuclei both transcribing and cycling independently, as well 
as being sensitive to local cytoplasmic abundance and maintaining 
the same cellular #N/C? jnm1Δ cells must account for thousands of 
cubic micrometers of cytoplasm unoccupied by nuclei. Given the 
evidence for both local and global perception of cytoplasm, we ex-
amined the cytoplasmic localization of transcripts in jnm1Δ. We first 
assessed the cytoplasmic concentration of each transcript and 
found a greater average cytoplasmic density of each transcript in 

interaction types (inactive-inactive, active-active, or inactive-active) 
in cells was compared with that expected by chance. The WT TSI 
was statistically indistinguishable from chance for each cyclin exam-

FIGURE 2: WT and jnm1Δ nuclei are transcriptionally autonomous. 
*p < 0.05 by Z test. (A, B) Representative images of smFISH and SPB 
labeling: (A) WT. (B) jnm1Δ. (C) Representative images of 
transcriptionally inactive and active nuclei by smFISH. (D) Percentage 
of transcriptionally active nuclei for each gene in WT and jnm1Δ 
(n ≥ 99 nuclei). (E) TSI for WT and jnm1Δ nuclei (n ≥ 96 interactions). 
Bars denote SE. (F) Percentage of WT nuclei in each cell cycle stage 
actively transcribing each gene (n ≥ 64 G1, n ≥ 54 S/G2, n ≥ 15 M 
nuclei). (G) Percentage of jnm1Δ nuclei in each cell cycle stage actively 
transcribing each gene (n ≥ 47 G1, n ≥ 27 S/G2, n ≥ 14 M nuclei). 
(H) Percentage of jnm1Δ nuclei in each position actively transcribing 
each gene (n ≥ 35 interior, n ≥ 12 peripheral, n ≥ 3 interior nuclei). 
(I) Frames from diSPIM time-lapse acquisition demonstrating jnm1Δ 
nuclear movement within clusters. Colored arrows mark the position 
of a specific nucleus in each frame; see also Supplemental Movie S1. 
Time is displayed in minutes. (J) Nuclear diameter of peripheral and 
interior jnm1Δ nuclei (n ≥ 53 nuclei, p < 0.05 by KS test).
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Cyclin enrichment near nuclei prompted further investigation of 
this localization. We examined how many transcripts are located 
near each WT nucleus relative to the volume of cytoplasm adjacent 
to that nucleus, which we refer to as the nuclear domain (ND). ND 
size is calculated by assigning each voxel in the hypha an index cor-
responding to the closest nucleus to that voxel (Supplemental 
Figure S2M). If transcripts are homogeneously distributed, ND size 
and transcript number will have a high correlation coefficient. How-
ever, we found low to moderate correlation coefficients between 
transcript count and ND size for most cyclins (Figure 3, C–E; 
r = −0.01–0.4), consistent with mRNA spatial restriction. The highest 
correlations were found for the septin CDC12 and the G1 cyclin 
CLN1/2, a cyclin involved in polarized growth in A. gossypii (both 
0.62; Gladfelter et al., 2006; Hungerbuehler et al., 2007), suggest-
ing that some transcripts are distributed throughout the cytoplasm 
rather than enriched near nuclei (Figure 3B). In jnm1Δ cells, regions 
containing the nuclear cluster had significantly higher transcript 
density than the adjacent, nucleus-free, cytoplasm (Figure 3F). For 
CLN1/2, we found that mRNA is also more concentrated near nuclei 
(Figure 3G). In WT cells, it appears that an individual nucleus sets up 
a cyclin mRNA gradient, whereas in jnm1Δ mutants, the nuclear col-
lective establishes it. The patterning of cyclins relative to individual 
nuclei likely contributes to asynchrony; however, it is not strictly re-
quired, as clustered nuclei can still divide asynchronously.

Spatial distribution of transcripts relates to cell cycle 
and transcriptional state
To examine the enrichment trends of cyclins near nuclei, we deter-
mined the number of transcripts within a 1.5 μm region of interest 
(ROI; based on the peak enrichment distance in Figure 3B) based on 
cycle state (Figure 4A). We found no significant differences between 
the transcript numbers near nuclei in different states for any gene 
examined. However, previous work suggested that spatial distribu-
tion might be more important than transcript number (Lee et al., 
2013). We therefore examined transcript enrichment relative to nuclei 
in each stage (Figure 4, B–F). Intriguingly, G1 cyclin CLN3 and M cy-
clin CLB1/2 exhibited enrichment changes throughout the cell cycle, 
based on enrichment curve shape. This indicates that mRNA spatial 
organization may change during the cell cycle, potentially to regulate 
translation, without significant changes in transcript number. Along 
with cyclin transcription uncoupled from cell cycle state and constitu-
tive nuclear localization of most cyclins in A. gossypii (Hungerbuehler 
et al., 2007), this suggests that in these multinucleate cells, cyclin 
protein function is highly regulated at posttranscriptional levels.

We next performed the same analyses as before but based on 
transcriptional state. Transcriptionally active nuclei had significantly 
more transcripts and stronger transcript enrichment in the local cy-
toplasm than inactive nuclei for every gene (Figure 4, G–L). Nascent 
transcripts may be restricted to close proximity of their source nu-
cleus, as they have not yet diffused away, been transported away, or 
been degraded, causing the increased enrichment for this popula-
tion. This trend was most robust for the cyclins CLN3, CLB5/6, and 
CLB1/2 (Figure 4, H, J, and K). The polarity-involved cyclin, CLN1/2, 
and CDC12 (Figure 4, I and L) exhibited the least increase in enrich-
ment near transcriptionally active nuclei, consistent with spatial ho-
mogenization of these transcripts involved in cell morphology.

This work indicates that nuclear-intrinsic autonomy in A. gossypii 
can generate independent nuclear behavior even in the absence of 
internuclear cytoplasmic regions. It appears that nuclear-intrinsic 
variability is associated with transcriptional autonomy and generates 
differences between NDs. In the WT, nuclear spacing promotes 
division autonomy between neighbors via independent NDs. The 

the mutant (Figure 3A). This, together with the increased proportion 
of transcriptionally active jnm1Δ nuclei in Figure 2D, suggests that 
transcripts may be overproduced in the mutant. It is also possible 
that decreased transcript degradation plays a role, but this has not 
been evaluated. There was also a greater variability of transcript 
densities in the mutant. CLN1/2 could not be measured at the level 
of single transcripts because of very high concentrations. We then 
examined transcript localization relative to nuclei, first focusing on 
WT. Previously CLN3 was demonstrated to be clustered in cytosol 
and restricted near nuclei (Lee et al., 2013). This previous study in-
dicated that transcripts encoding other cyclins are not clustered 
relative to each other, but it was unclear whether the other cyclins 
and/or transcripts in general may be enriched near nuclei. Of note, 
we found enrichment for all cyclin genes in the vicinity of WT nuclei 
and less enrichment for CDC12, not known to be involved in nu-
clear-autonomous processes (Figure 3B).

FIGURE 3: mRNA is enriched near A. gossypii nuclei. *p < 0.05 by KS 
test. (A) Top, cytoplasmic regions compared between WT and jnm1Δ. 
Bottom, cytoplasmic transcript density in WT and jnm1Δ (n ≥ 14 
hyphae). (B) Enrichment scores for transcripts relative to WT nuclei 
(n ≥ 161 nuclei). Bars denote SE. (C–E) Number of transcripts per 
nucleus by ND size (n ≥ 161 nuclei, CLB1/2 r = −0.01, CLN3 r = 0.40, 
CLB5/6 r = 0.40, CLN1/2 r = 0.62, CDC12 r = 0.62). (F) Top, nuclear 
cluster region and nucleus-free regions of cytoplasm. Bottom, 
cytoplasmic density in jnm1Δ clusters and nuclear-free regions (n ≥ 7 
hyphae). (G) CLN1/2 transcript signal intensity relative to nuclear 
clusters (0 indicates cluster edge; n = 30 cluster edges). Shaded 
region denotes SD.
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Within a viscous, flowing cytosol, macromolecules would tend to 
stay together as they flow throughout the cell (Roper et al., 2015). 
Previously cytoplasmic flow within filamentous fungal cells was shown 
to generate distinct cytoplasmic regions (Pieuchot et al., 2015). In 
addition, it has been hypothesized that individual nuclei within syncy-
tia can maintain a distinct endoplasmic reticulum, which may serve to 
restrict certain signals to the ND of specific nuclei (Baum and Baum, 
2014). Our data on nuclear size, cell cycle state, and transcriptional 
activity in peripheral versus interior nuclei indicate that nuclei dynam-
ically adapt to their local cytoplasm. This may enable nuclei to inte-
grate cellular cues in order to respond in a manner appropriate for 
each autonomous nucleus but, remarkably, also for the cell at large.

Of importance, nuclear autonomy is not unique to fungi, and 
mechanisms of cytoplasmic organization and nuclear-intrinsic vari-
ability may be widely conserved. For example, only a subset of nu-
clei within multinucleate mammalian muscle cells transcribe genes 
necessary for neuromuscular junction formation, and not all nuclei of 
placental syncytia are transcriptionally active (Bursztajn et al., 1989; 
Duca et al., 1998; Fogarty et al., 2011). Nuclear autonomy within a 
common cytoplasm is an excellent readout for the functional com-
partmentalization of a cell.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strain construction
Oligonucleotides and plasmids and strains used are listed in Sup-
plemental Table S1. All restriction enzymes are from New England 
Biolabs (Ipswich, MA). All oligonucleotides were synthesized at Inte-
grated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA), except AGO234 and 
AGO235, which were synthesized by Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). All 
sequencing was performed at the Dartmouth College Core Facility 
(Hanover, NH).

To generate plasmid pUC19-mCherry:GEN (AGB180), AGB048 
and AGB021 were digested with BamHI and SapI to yield 3435– and 
2029–base pair fragments, respectively. Fragments were gel-ex-
tracted using a QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Redwood City, 
CA) and ligated with T4 Ligase (New England Biolabs). The resulting 
plasmid was isolated from transformants using a Qiagen QIAprep 
Spin miniprep kit. The correct product was verified by digestion with 
EcoRV and PvuI. To generate the plasmid pRS416 AgTUB4-
mCherry:GEN (AGB182), the mCherry:GEN cassette was PCR am-
plified from AGB180 with AGO 400 and AGO 401 using Roche 
Expand high-fidelity polymerase plus dimethyl sulfoxide (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The 3045-nucleotide product was 
gel-extracted using a QIAquick gel extraction kit. This fragment was 
cotransformed into yeast with AGB144 to yield AGB182. Plasmid 
rescue from yeast was performed using a Qiagen QIAprep Spin 
miniprep kit. The plasmid was verified by digestion with BglII and 
NheI and sequenced with AGO318, 404, 406, and 407.

To generate AgTUB4-mCherry:GEN (AG430), plasmid AGB182 
was digested with BglI and SacII. The 5485-nucleotide fragment was 
isolated with a Qiagen gel extraction kit and transformed into 
AG416. Genomic DNA was isolated using a Qiagen DNeasy Plant 
miniprep kit. Heterokaryons were verified by PCR with oligonucle-
otides AGO404, 406, 407, and 509 using New England Biolabs 
standard Taq polymerase. Spores were isolated and grown on selec-
tion to produce homokaryons as described previously (Alberti-Segui 
et al., 2001). Homokaryons were verified using the same oligonucle-
otides as the heterokaryons.

To generate jnm1Δ strains AG690.1 and AG733.2, the selection 
marker was amplified from AGB009 (NAT) or AGB021 (GEN), respec-
tively, flanked by 45–base pair homology to the termini of AgJNM1 
with primers AGO1138 and AGO1139 using Roche Diagnostics 

positive correlation of division times between nuclei that bypass 
each other suggests that exchange of ND components can influ-
ence cell cycle progression (Anderson et al., 2013). In cells with mild 
spacing phenotypes, we suggest that such domains surround 
groups of nuclei instead of individuals, which share cytoplasmic 
components, increasing division synchrony (Anderson et al., 2013). 
Within the large jnm1Δ nuclear clusters, independent NDs cannot 
be efficiently constructed, and nuclear-intrinsic sources of autonomy 
appear to dominate for reasons that are not yet clear and result in 
independent cell cycle progression and transcription.

FIGURE 4: WT transcript localization correlates with nuclear 
autonomous behaviors. *p < 0.05 by Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test. 
(A) Transcript number in ROI by cell cycle stage (n ≥ 64 G1, n ≥ 54 S/
G2, n ≥ 10 M nuclei). (B–F) Transcript enrichment by cell cycle stage 
(n ≥ 161 nuclei). Bars denote SE. (G) Number of transcripts in ROI 
by transcriptional activity (n ≥ 28 active, n ≥ 30 inactive nuclei). 
(H–L) Transcript enrichment by transcriptional activity (n ≥ 161 nuclei). 
Bars denote SE.
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Radial growth assay
AFM agarose plates with appropriate selection were inoculated with 
10 μl of clean spores in triplicate for each strain. Plates were imaged 
every 24 h for 10 d using a ChemiDoc XRS+ Molecular Imager sys-
tem with ImageLab 5.1 software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, 
CA). Mycelial area was calculated in Fiji.

diSPIM imaging
For volumetric time-lapse acquisition of jnm1Δ nuclear clusters with 
high temporal resolution and minimal photobleaching and photo-
toxicity, cells were imaged on a diSPIM system (Wu et al., 2013; 
Kumar et al., 2014). Cells grown for 15 h at 30°C were washed into 
2× low- fluorescence minimal medium and mounted on very thin 2% 
agarose gel pads with 2× low-fluorescence minimal medium and 
appropriate selection. Mounted cells were incubated in a humid 
chamber at 30°C for 45 min to adhere to the gel pad. Gel pads were 
examined, and an area with cells visible to the eye was selected for 
imaging. A gel piece of ~1 × 0.5 cm with these cells was excised, 
transferred onto the center of a 50 × 24 mm coverslip, and sealed 
down with Valap on all gel edges. The coverslip was fixed in the 
diSPIM imaging chamber under 8–10 ml of 2× low-fluorescence me-
dium with appropriate selection. We acquired 30- to 40-μm volumes 
with 1-μm interplane spacing every 30 s using both arms with 80% 
laser power (~250 μW) and 20-ms exposures. Images were regis-
tered and deconvolved using MIPAV (mipav.cit.nih.gov/) as de-
scribed previously (Wu et al., 2013).

RNA smFISH and immunofluorescence
RNA smFISH labeling was performed as previously described (Lee 
et al., 2013, 2016). Briefly, cells grown overnight at 30°C in AFM 
were fixed using 3.7% (vol/vol) formaldehyde (Fisher Scientific) and 
then washed twice with ice-cold buffer B (1.2 M sorbitol and 0.1 M 
potassium phosphate, pH 7.5). Cells were resuspended in 1 ml of 
spheroplasting buffer (10 ml buffer B and 2 mM vanadyl ribonucleo-
side complex from New England Biolabs) and digested using 
1.5 mg/ml Zymolyase (MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA) for 40 min at 
37°C. Cells were washed twice with ice-cold buffer B, resuspended 
in 70% ethanol, and incubated at 4°C overnight. Cells were then 
washed twice with wash buffer (20× saline sodium citrate [SSC], 
10% [vol/vol] deionized formamide from Ambion, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). Tetramethyl rhodamine (TAMRA)–conjugated RNA FISH 
probes (Biosearch Technologies, Novato, CA) complementary to 
each transcript of interest were initially resuspended in 20 μl of TE 
buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) and diluted 1:10 to yield 
the working stock. One microliter of working stock was diluted into 
100 μl of hybridization buffer (1 g of dextran sulfate from Sigma-Al-
drich, 10 mg of Escherichia coli tRNA from Roche Diagnostics, 2 mM 
vanadyl ribonucleoside complex, 2 mg of bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) from Sigma-Aldrich, 20× SSC, and 10% [vol/vol] deionized for-
mamide), and this hybridization solution was used to resuspend the 
washed cells. This solution was incubated in the dark overnight at 
37°C. Cells were washed once with wash buffer, incubated for 
30 min in wash buffer at 37°C, and washed again with wash buffer. 
Cells were resuspended in 500 μl of wash buffer with 5 μg/ml 
Hoechst (Invitrogen) and incubated at room temperature for 30 min. 
Cells were washed a final time with wash buffer, mounted on glass 
slides with 20 μl of Prolong Gold mounting medium (Invitrogen), 
sealed with nail polish, and imaged.

For SPB counterstaining, after probe hybridization and the 
30-min wash buffer incubation, cells were washed twice with 1× 
phosphate-buffered saline PBS and blocked in 200 μl of 1× PBS with 
1 mg/ml BSA for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were washed once 

(Indianapolis, IN) Expand high-fidelity polymerase plus 5 M betaine 
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). This PCR product was trans-
formed by electroporation into the appropriate A. gossypii parent 
strain (AG430 and AG128 for AG690.1 and AG733.2, respectively) to 
produce heterokaryotic transformants as previously described (Al-
berti-Segui et al., 2001). AgJNM1 deletion was verified by two 
methods: PCR from genomic DNA, and examination of internuclear 
distance by microscopy. For PCR verification, genomic DNA was iso-
lated from heterokaryons using the Qiagen Plant DNeasy Kit. This 
genomic DNA was used as a PCR template with oligonucleotides 
AGO234, 235, 1125, 1126, 1127, and 1128 with New England Bio-
labs standard Taq polymerase to verify deletion of the AgJNM1 gene 
and presence of the selection marker.

Microscope setup and growth conditions
Unless otherwise specified, all images were acquired using a Zeiss 
Axioimage-M1 upright light microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) 
equipped with a Plan-Apochromat 63×/1.4 numerical aperture oil 
objective and an Exfo X-Cite 120 lamp. For fluorescence imaging, 
the following filter cubes were used: Zeiss 38HE (GFP), Chroma 
41002B (TAMRA), Zeiss 49 (Hoechst), and Chroma 41043 (mCherry; 
Chroma Technology, Brattleboro, VT). Images were acquired on an 
Orca-AG charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (C4742-80-12AG; 
Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ) driven by μManager (Edelstein et al., 
2014). Iterative deconvolution was performed using the appropri-
ated calculated point-spread functions in Volocity (PerkinElmer-Ce-
tus, Waltham, MA). Subsequent analyses were performed using Fiji 
(Schindelin et al., 2012) and Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA).

For imaging, Ashbya were grown in 10- to 20-ml Ashbya Full 
Medium (AFM) with ampicillin (100 μg/ml) and appropriate antibiot-
ics, that is, G418 (200 μg/ml) and/or CloNAT (50 μg/ml), for ∼16-h 
shaking at 30°C. To image H4-GFP–labeled nuclei, cells were washed 
into 2× low-fluorescence minimal medium and mounted on thin 2% 
agarose gel pads with a 3:1 (vol/vol) ratio of 2× low-fluorescence mini-
mal medium and AFM with appropriate selection, and edges were 
sealed with Valap. H4-GFP z-series were acquired using 40% neutral 
density, 50-ms exposure, and 0.5-μm interplane spacing through the 
cell (approximately eight Z-planes) and processed with iterative de-
convolution (40 iterations). Internuclear distance was defined as the 
average distance between the center of a nucleus and the center of 
each neighboring nucleus. The cross-sectional area of the hypha was 
determined for the widest part of the hypha based on phase images, 
and the number of nuclei in this region was divided by this area to 
produce #N/C. Nuclear diameter was determined by measuring the 
distance across the nucleus in two perpendicular directions and aver-
aging these lengths. Measurements were taken for both H4-GFP la-
beled nuclei and Hoechst-stained nuclei (see later description).

Tip growth assay
Cells grown for ∼14 h at 30°C were washed with 50 mM Tris, pH 
7.5, and 150 mM NaCl and resuspended in the same buffer with 
25 μg/ml fluorescein isothiocyanate–concanavalin A (FITC-ConA; 
EY Laboratories, San Mateo, CA). Cells were incubated at room 
temperature for 10 min, washed into AFM with appropriate selec-
tion, and returned to 30°C for 1 h. Cells were subsequently fixed 
using 3.7% formaldehyde as described and mounted using Prolong 
Gold mounting medium. Z-series were acquired with a 1.0-μm step 
size through the volume of the hypha. FITC-ConA signal was ac-
quired using 10% neutral density and 10-ms exposure, and phase 
images were acquired using 50-ms exposure. Growth after FITC-
ConA labeling was quantified by measuring the length of the tip 
region unlabeled with FITC. Measurements were taken in Fiji.
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(WT) or specific hyphal regions (jnm1Δ). To compare the transcript 
density between WT and jnm1Δ, the number of nuclei within a mu-
tant nuclear cluster was determined. This value was multiplied by 
the average internuclear distance in the WT in order to determine 
the cytoplasmic area that number of nuclei would occupy, given 
wild-type spacing. The density of transcripts was determined in this 
region for comparison with wild type. MATLAB was also used to 
determine transcript density in areas of the hypha containing the 
nuclear cluster or cluster-free regions of cytoplasm. For assessment 
of CLN1/2 smFISH signal, the signal intensity was determined by 
tracing the hypha with a segmented line of the same width as the 
hypha. The line trace tool in Fiji was used to determine the average 
signal intensity across the width of this line. Cluster edges were reg-
istered in these line traces, and intensity was normalized based on 
the dynamic range for each hypha (i.e., maximum signal is repre-
sented by 1 and cytoplasmic background by 0).

Three-dimensional hyphal reconstruction for Voronoi 
volume (ND) and enrichment analyses
The edge of each hypha was found from a single, phase microscopy 
image from the center of the z-series. In contrast, the nuclei and tran-
scripts detected with Fiji each have three-dimensional (3D) position 
data (Supplemental Figure S2I). The first analysis step is to reconstruct 
the 3D shape of the hypha from the two-dimensional (2D) phase im-
age. The center surface of the hypha was estimated by fitting a mul-
tinomial function (cubic in x, linear in y) to the x, y, z-coordinates of all 
of the detected mRNAs and nuclei. This fit minimizes the sum of 
squares of the z-distances between the central surface and the de-
tected mRNAs and nuclei and creates a ribbon that approximates the 
center surface of the hypha by associating with each x, y-pixel within 
the hyphal outline a z-coordinate (Supplemental Figure S2J). For each 
x, y-coordinate, the distance of the pixel to the nearest hyphal edge 
was measured within the 2D projection. A 3D object was then built 
out from the 2D ribbon, creating a 3D grid of voxels. Each voxel is a 
cube whose dimensions are equal to the x, y-pixel size of the micro-
scope images (i.e., 0.1 × 0.1 × 0.1 μm3; the z-steps are rescaled so that 
voxels are isotropic). Each x, y, z-point in the ribbon is replaced by a 
sphere whose radius is equal to the distance of the corresponding x, 
y-point from the nearest hyphal edge (Supplemental Figure S2J). It 
was necessary to regularize the distribution of sphere radii used for 
volume reconstruction if the hyphal image contained a branch point. 
The center of a branch point may be much further from the nearest 
nonhyphal pixel than the typical hyphal radius. Replacing this point 
by a sphere creates a large spherical bulge in the hyphal. There is no 
way, using the combination of 2D and 3D data available for hyphal 
reconstruction, to rule out that such spheres do occur, but they are 
not observed using other imaging methods. Accordingly, we use the 
fact that if a hypha were a cylinder, then the distribution of distances 
between interior and exterior points would be linear. We found that 
real distances conformed closely to a linear distribution, except for 
bulge artifacts. Therefore real distributions were regularized by fitting 
them to a straight line. Sphere radii that exceeded the maximum ra-
dius allowed by the linear fit were reduced to this maximum radius. 
This regularization method produced 3D reconstructions that resem-
bled the known extruded circular shapes of real hypha and did not 
bulge at branching points (Supplemental Figure S2K). This method 
builds a 3D model for the hyphal volume that encloses the detected 
mRNAs and nuclei. Small numbers (<5%) of mRNA signals were de-
tected outside of this volume. It is likely that these signals represent 
background noise, since most mRNAs detected outside of the hyphal 
volume were found far from other mRNAs or nuclei and as much as 
10 μb from the reconstructed hyphal boundary.

in 1× PBS and resuspended in 200 μl of 1× PBS with 1 mg/ml BSA 
and 1:200 GFP Booster Atto 488 (ChromoTek, Planegg-Martinsried, 
Germany) and incubated at 4°C overnight. Cells were washed three 
times with 500 μl of 1× PBS, and nuclear counterstaining was per-
formed by resuspending cells in 500 μl of 1× PBS with 5 μg/ml 
Hoechst and incubating at room temperature for 30 min. Cells were 
washed three times in 1× PBS, resuspended in mounting medium, 
mounted, and sealed as described. Z-series were acquired with a 
0.3-μm step size through the entire volume of the hypha (∼4 μm), 
and exposure settings were as follows: TAMRA smFISH probes, 
100% neutral density 100 ms; GFP Booster SPBs, 100% neutral den-
sity, 100 ms; and Hoechst-labeled nuclei, 40% neutral density 50 ms. 
Iterative deconvolution was performed using Volocity as follows: 40 
iterations for nuclei, 100 iterations for smFISH signal, and SPB signal 
not deconvolved.

Synchrony indices
The cell cycle synchrony index was determined as described previ-
ously (Nair et al., 2010). For both cell cycle and transcriptional syn-
chrony indices, the incidence of each type of interaction between 
neighbors (e.g., G1 neighboring G1; G1 neighboring S/G2; tran-
scriptionally active neighboring transcriptionally active; etc.) was 
quantified. Nuclear neighbors were defined as nuclei whose NDs 
directly contact each other. The quantities of each interaction were 
used to generate the ratio of observed/chance counts based on the 
proportions of each category in the population (either cell cycle 
state or transcriptional state), which enables comparison of results 
between populations of different proportions, that is, genes that 
vary in expression penetrance. This ratio can be evaluated using 
joint-count statistics (Moran, 1948). Values close to 1 indicate that 
the incidence of neighboring nuclei in the same state is no different 
from expected by chance. Values >1 occur when neighbors are 
more commonly in the same state than expected by chance, which 
suggests coordination between neighbors. A value <1 indicates 
that pairs of nuclei are in different states with a higher frequency 
than by chance, and the behaviors of neighboring nuclei are poten-
tially anticorrelated due to interference between neighbors.

smFISH analyses
For assessing the cycle state of each nucleus, a single SPB was de-
noted as “G1,” duplicated SPBs as “S/G2,” and separated SPBs as 
“M” (Figure 1E), a categorization based on the behavior of Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae SPBs (Pringle and Hartwell, 1981; Simmons 
Kovacs et al., 2008) due to the high degree of conservation be-
tween A. gossypii and S. cerevisiae (>90% syntenic homology; 
Dietrich et al., 2004).

For assessing the transcriptional activity of each nucleus, the in-
tegrated density of a single, cytoplasmic mRNA was calculated for 
each image. Any smFISH foci determined to be at least two times 
the value of a single mRNA and located within a nucleus (based on 
Hoechst signal) was identified as an active transcription site. Nuclei 
containing active transcription sites were classified as transcription-
ally active for that gene. To confirm that large, nuclear foci indicate 
sites of active transcription, cells were treated with 3 μg/ml thiolutin 
for 20 min before fixation and smFISH processing.

For determining the number of transcripts within a 1.5-μm ROI 
centered on each nucleus, nuclei and mRNAs were detected, and 
the integrated density value for a single mRNA was determined us-
ing Fiji as previously described (Lee et al., 2016). A custom MATLAB 
script was used to calculate the number of transcripts detected 
within 1.5 μm of each nuclear center. Similarly, MATLAB scripts were 
used to determine the transcript density within the entire hypha 
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Voronoi volume (ND) assignment
The hyphal volume was partitioned into nuclear neighborhoods us-
ing a discretized Voronoi method. Specifically, each voxel in the re-
constructed hypha was assigned an index corresponding to the 
single closest nucleus to that voxel. Regions of hypha that are as-
signed the same index form the Voronoi neighborhood of each nu-
cleus. Voronoi neighborhoods divide the hyphal volume by slices, 
with each slice consisting of the plane of points that is exactly equi-
distant between neighboring nuclei (Supplemental Figure S2L). 
Because our method assigns each voxel a neighborhood index, we 
can assign mRNAs to nuclei by finding the index in the nearest voxel 
to the mRNA (Supplemental Figure S2M).

Enrichment analyses
The total number of mRNAs contained within control spheres of dif-
ferent radii (1, 1.5, 2, 2.5,…, 5 μm) centered on each nucleus was 
counted. These spheres were constrained from overlapping from 
each other or from leaving the reconstructed hyphal interior (only 
the part of the sphere contained in the Voronoi neighborhood of 
each nucleus is considered). The volume of the nucleus is also ex-
cluded (i.e., remove a 1-μm-diameter sphere centered on the de-
tected nuclear center) because mRNAs detected within this region 
contribute to transcription activity counts and not to estimates of 
mRNA abundance. mRNA count data are presented as enrichment 
factors, calculated by dividing the observed number of mRNAs by 
the number that would be expected if all mRNAs were uniformly 
dispersed through the entire available cytoplasmic volume. In 
Figures 3 and 4, the colored curves represent the mean enrichment 
factors for all control spheres, and the error bars represent the un-
certainty in this mean (i.e., the SD in the enrichment factor between 
different nuclei divided by the square root of the number of nuclei 
counted). Poisson noise in the counts of randomly distributed 
mRNAs can produce an additional source of variation in enrichment 
factors. However, we showed, using Monte Carlo simulations of 
randomly distributed mRNAs, that this noise negligibly affects the 
uncertainty in the mean enrichment factor per control sphere.
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